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Best South Australian builders of 2018 named
This year’s Building Excellence Awards are testament to the level of professionalism in South
Australia’s building and construction sector, Master Builders SA says.
For the first time in its 20-plus-year history, tonight’s event at the Adelaide Convention Centre was a
sell-out with 1300 industry delegates and representatives attending.
Chief Executive Officer Ian Markos said the awards represent the vitality and talent of one of the State’s
most important industries.
“The building sector sits at the core of our community; undertaking about $16 billion of work every
year, contributing more than $1 for every $7 of economic activity in South Australia, and directly
employing more than 65,000 South Australians.
“The Building Excellence Awards is a time to celebrate and enjoy all of the positive aspects and
achievements of our vibrant industry. It’s a time to acknowledge some of the most outstanding
accomplishments and recognise world-class building projects.
“This year’s awards winners all worked extremely hard and demonstrated a professional desire to
strive for excellence. The homes, hospitals and business centres that have been created and the
specialist works that have been named thoroughly deserve this recognition. Our industry is in good
hands.”
Chairman of the Judges, Secure Storage Systems Director Tony Covino, said that the extensive
judging process had revealed some of the exceptional work done by the State’s building industry.
“The entrants this year were of an extremely high quality. The feedback I received from some of the
longest-serving judges was that the standard of workmanship they saw made them proud to be part
of the industry.
“Multiple judges served as a check and balance against any one judge’s beliefs and interests in an
extremely thorough process that is supported by, but independent of, Master Builders SA,” he said.
This year’s awards include recognition of Hansen Yuncken’s Flinders Medical Centre redevelopment,
Mossop Construction+Interiors’ St Andrews Hospital Eastern Clinical Development and Sarah
Constructions’ Lions 360 enclosure at Monarto Zoo. A magnificently-built McLaren Vale home saw
Finesse Built take out the Residential Building Project of the Year.
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The night’s main achievements were awarded to:

Bianco Precast

Master Builder of the Year – Specialist Contractor

Metricon Homes

Master Builder of the Year – Display Home Builder

Ikon Projects Pty Ltd

Master Builder of the Year – Residential Builder

Mossop Construction + Interiors

Master Builder of the Year – Commercial Builder

Joshua Semmler,

Master Builder of the Year – Young Builder/Contractor

Kieran Flanigan, CTP

Certified Trade Professional of the Year

Glenn Whyte, CCP

Certified Construction Professional of the Year

Matthew Ludwig

Master Builder of the Year – Apprentice

A list of awards follows on the next page.
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2018 Buildin2018 MBA Building Excellence AwaExcellence Awards Winners
AWARD CATEGORY

Award 1
Excellence in Commercial /
Industrial Building up to
$2m
622-001

Award 2
Excellence in Commercial /
Industrial Building $2m to
$5m
547-002

Award 3
Excellence in Commercial /
Industrial Building $5m to
$10m
736-003

Award 4
Excellence in Commercial /
Industrial Building $10m to
$20m
584-004

Award 5
Excellence in Commercial /
Industrial Building $20m to
$50m
734-005

WINNER & JUDGES COMMENTS

(South Coast Constructions Pty Ltd
A difficult site, made more so, by adverse
weather and the need to provide
drainage solutions to existing and new
works. The identification and resolution
of potentially serious safety issues
regarding the gas design, demonstrated
the builders care and expertise and the
new build was extremely well finished by
South Coast Constructions
(Sarah Constructions Pty Ltd)
Sarah Constructions delivered an
excellent building and the judges were
impressed by the quality of the highly
detailed precast wall panels and
brickwork that dominate the exterior of
the building. Despite delays, as a result of
latent soil conditions, the builder
delivered the project 4 weeks ahead of a
tight schedule.
(Mossop Construction+Interiors)
Mossop Construction plus Interiors, was
required to fit out the 1st floor, which
included rooms with complex medical
services.
Safety and environmental
considerations were dealt with in great
detail and with excellent outcomes. The
client expressed their delight in relation to
the way Mossop Construction plus
Interiors
conducted
themselves
throughout the entire preconstruction and
construction phase.
(Kennett Builders Pty Ltd)
A multi-faceted project finished extremely
well and to the complete satisfaction of
the client. The long lead times for many
components of the project, particularly
the fully imported glass house, was
managed expertly by the professional
team at Kennett Builders.
(Mossop Construction+Interiors)
In a very competitive field where many
entries achieved a level of excellence, this
project emerged a worthy winner. It
scored highly in all the assessment criteria,
particularly in the standard of finishes,
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Award 6
Excellence in a Commercial
/ Industrial Building $50m
to $100m
538-006

Award 7
Excellence in a Commercial
/ Industrial Building over
$100m – Landmark Project
673-007

Award 8
Excellence in a Commercial
Fit-Out up to $5m
633-008

Award 9
Excellence in a Commercial
Fit-Out over $5m
553-009

value for money and a delighted client.
Mossop’s rose to the many challenges
associated with this complex project and
demonstrated how a collaborative
approach between client, builder,
consultants and trades is a win, win all
round.
(Built Environs Pty Ltd)
From the outset, this project was tackled
in a very professional manner. Built
Environs was required to demolish two
large buildings alongside a heritage
building. Great initiative was shown in
construction methodology, absorbing
additional work throughout the project
and finally achieving an excellent standard
of finishes. This project was a worthy
winner in this category and achieved a
very high score.
(Hansen Yuncken Pty Ltd)
The combination of a new building and the
refurbishment of another, on an
environmentally sensitive site, was
handled with exceptional expertise by a
young and very enthusiastic team at
Hansen
Yuncken.
The
incredible
achievement of completing this work in a
very tight programme, is testament to how
well this project was planned and
executed. Hansen Yuncken scored highly
across all assessment criteria and the
judges had difficulty in faulting the
workmanship. An accolade from the client
topped off this very high scoring project
(SHAPE Australia Pty Ltd)
The internal finishes of this project are
extraordinary and the detail in the joinery
is of furniture quality. The difficulty that
SHAPE experienced in setting out joinery,
ceiling and floor coverings on a radial grid
added complexity to the project making
this a very demanding undertaking. SHAPE
was innovative by recommending that
automotive finish powder coating be used
to replicate solid brass elements in the
facility, achieving the same appearance
but requiring lower maintenance at a
lower cost. SHAPE has produced an iconic
facility.
(Sarah Constructions Pty Ltd)
This entry covered numerous separate
projects within the Uni of Adelaide
Campus. Most were locked within existing
operating buildings and some had heritage
issues as well. Sarah Constructions was
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Award 10
Excellence in a Commercial
Refurbishment /
Redevelopment up to $5m
531-010

Award 11
Excellence in a Commercial
Refurbishment /
Redevelopment over $5m
585-011

Award 12
Excellence in Civil /
Engineering Construction
549-012

Award 13
Excellence in Retirement
Living / Aged Care
733-013

applauded by the client for the continuing
discreet work of each project occurring
with minimal disruption to the working
university. Of particular note, was the
proactive approach the team took to
matters raised by the University, that
weren’t necessarily within their scope of
work and they consistently met all key
dates set by the Uni.
(Kym Clarke General Builders Pty Ltd)
Kym Clarke General Builders completely
renovated this cellar door restaurant. The
work was completed by directly employed
staff of Kym Clarke General Builders with
only the services in the building being
subcontracted out. The judges were
extremely impressed with the stone
masonry
and
the
carpentry. Approximately 20,000 stones
were cut to ensure that jointing was
consistent, while the carpentry, joinery
and furniture were all completed to
extremely high standards.
The
collaboration between the builder and the
owner was exemplary and Kym Clarke
General Builders are to be highly
commended for this outstanding project.
(Chappell Builders Pty Ltd)
The ability to coordinate with the client
and existing shop owners to carry out this
extensive build while keeping the
shopping centre functioning was a key to
the success of the project. The timeliness,
glowing client reaction and wonderful
workmanship gave this project the edge in
a
highly
competitive
category.
Congratulations Chappell Builders.
(Sarah Constructions Pty Ltd)
This difficult, once in a lifetime project,
was handled expertly by the project team
at Sarah Constructions, providing the zoo
with a highly successful outcome. A
remote site inside a working free-range
zoo, completed ahead of program and
exceeding the clients expectations is a
credit to the builder and their team.
(Mossop Construction+Interiors)
This was a very fiercely contested category
with many excellent entries being
submitted. Mossop Construction plus
Interiors performed exceptionally across
all assessment criteria. This building was
on a difficult site with a residential
interface. Mossop’s was extremely
proactive in sensitively bringing the cost
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Award 14
Excellence in Structure /
Envelope
525-014

Award 15
Excellence in Services
543-015

Award 16
Excellence in Interior /
Finishes
703-016

Award 17
Excellence in Domestic
Award 18
Excellence in Affordable
and Public Housing

and delivery time of the project down,
through clever value management. The
client was delighted with the finished
project, which was completed in a timely
manner and to a tight budget.
(Bianco Precast)
The client could not speak highly enough
of Bianco Precast and their commitment to
detail. On site, the judges gained an
appreciation of the size of each precast
panel and how they were placed together
to form the bridge. The workmanship
could not be faulted. The judges also had
an opportunity to inspect the next bridge
being made ready for installation and, with
some
reinforcing
exposed,
could
appreciate the precision required to fit
each panel into place. Innovation and
attention to detail set Bianco’s apart in this
category.
(O’Connors A.G. O’Connor Pty Ltd)
A.G O'Connor has earned this award for
many reasons, including commitment to
industry leading innovation in the design,
coordination, construction and
commissioning of complex mechanical
services projects. Despite the huge
complexity and density of mechanical
systems, O’Connors commitment,
thorough engineering and quality
installation led the University’s
independent Commissioning Agent to
repeatedly describe the standard of
installation to be the highest he had seen,
anywhere.
(Thorne Constructions Pty Ltd)
This extensive renovation completed by
Thorne Constructions included two
bathrooms as well as an internal and
outdoor kitchen.
The work was of
exceptional quality with the skills of a
cabinetmaker very evident. The owners
were ecstatic with the entire renovation
from the original planning phase where, as
the owner said, the builder seemed to
read her mind and drew up plans exactly
as she had pictured, through to the
completed project.
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700-018

Award 19
Commercial Building
Project of the Year – 2018
673-007

Award 20
Excellence in Steel Frame /
Lightweight Housing
770-019

Award 21
Excellence in a Medium
Density over 5 Dwellings
605-021

Award 22
Excellence in a Display
Home up to $200,000
640-022

Award 23
Excellence in a Display
Home $200,000 to
$250,000
774-023

Award 24
Excellence in a Display
Homes $250,000 to
$350,000
574-024

displays the hallmark of an excellent
project and outstanding Master Builder.
The team at Thorne Constructions has
excelled with this building project.
(Hansen Yuncken Pty Ltd)
This project required the combination of a
new building and the refurbishment of
another, on an environmentally sensitive
site. It was handled with exceptional
expertise by the team at Hansen Yuncken.
The incredible achievement of completing
this work in a very tight programme is
testimony to how well this project was
planned and executed.
(Adelaide Designer Homes)
This distinctive home has several
innovative features that demonstrate the
flexibility of using steel framing in light
weight construction. An excellent
standard of finishes has been achieved
throughout and the home represents very
good value for money. Well done Adelaide
Designer Homes.
(Hindmarsh Constructions Pty Ltd)
The workmanship and hands on approach
in relation to the individual precast
concrete
panels
is
outstanding.
Hindmarsh Construction carried out
difficult precast work and the internal
finishes, as well as the builders
involvement in a lengthy and detailed
Value Management process, is a credit to
them.
(Rivergum Homes)
This Rivergum Home has been designed to
demonstrate interesting innovations and
quality finishes. Combined, they deliver a
very affordable home that represents
excellent value for money, to suit first
home buyers.
(Metricon Homes)
A clear winner in this category. This 4
bedroom, 2 bathroom Metricon Home has
a number of beautifully finished and
unique aspects such as the impressive
portico entrance, the carefully placed
windows and the raked ceiling to the light
filled living areas. Well built, well designed
and excellent value for money.
(Bradford Homes)
This
category
contained
several
outstanding entries and Bradford Homes
has raised the bar for homes in a very
competitive field. This home is beautifully
finished with quality inclusions such as
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Award 25
Excellence in a Display
Home $350,000 to
$500,000
578-025

Award 26
Excellence in a Display
Home over $500,000
565-026

Award 27
Excellence in a Contract
Home up to $300,000
576-027

Award 28
Excellence in a Contract
Home $300,000 to
$500,000
748-028

Award 29
Excellence in a Contract
Home $500,000 to
$700,000
616-029

oversize doors, full height tiling, alfresco
outdoor kitchen and air-conditioning.
Excellent value for money and a worthy
winner.
(Scott Salisbury Homes)
The Harrison Display Home by Scott
Salisbury Homes, is exceptionally designed
with stunning street appeal adapted to a
compact corner allotment. Impeccable
attention to detail in its many bespoke
features is evident inside and out.
Amazingly the home was completed in a
20-week build time and provides good
value for money.
(Metricon Homes)
Metricon’s 'Somerset' display home, is a
magnificently built 2-storey Georgian
residence by a volume builder. The judges
were impressed by the design and
attention to detail. The sloping site posed
extra difficulty considering the complexity
involved in the build. The home exhibits a
unique character, which is captured by the
innovative Mansard roof design, the
banded mouldings, the spectacular entry
and the stunning curved staircase. A
worthy winner.
(Bradford Homes)
This home makes the most of the very
restricted amount of land available to it. It
has surprisingly generous living areas and
storage spaces. Bradford Homes has
achieved a very high standard of detailing
and finishes and the home represents very
good value for money.
(James & Sons Homes Pty Ltd)
This large country home built by James
and Sons Homes, has excellent finishes
throughout with outstanding attention to
detail.
Client
and
sub-contractor
relationships were well handled and it is
very good value for money; especially,
considering its distance from Adelaide.
(South Coast Constructions Pty Ltd)
This exceptional family home in an
exposed rural setting is very good value for
money. The use of both lightweight
construction and rammed earth has been
achieved with an excellent level of
detailing that complements its passive,
energy efficient design. The finishes
throughout are outstanding, providing a
very high level of client satisfaction and
South Coast Constructions are to be
commended on this excellent project.
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Award 30
Excellence in Contract
Home $700,000 to $1m
747-030

Award 31
Excellence in a Contract
Home $1m to $1.5m
745-031

Award 32
Excellence in a Contract
Home of the Year over
$1.5m
742-032

Award 33
Excellence in a Renovation
or Addition up to $200,000
731-033

(Klemm Homes Pty Ltd)
The owners clear vision gave the team at
Klemm Homes the confidence to push on
with this challenging high quality build.
This home is almost all carpentry based
and finished to very finite tolerances. A
project like this, with is intricately detailed
external weather board cladding and the
challenges of a sloping site and split level
construction, required great innovation
during the construction process. This
property is a fine example of building
excellence.
(Finesse Built)
This home encompasses the integration of
steel, spotted gum, tumbled bricks and
aluminium. The three angled ceilings
converging in the lounge, dining and
kitchen area required Finesse Built to
produce a quality focus, which adds to the
aura of the build. The incorporation of airconditioning, insulation, feature skylights
and complex electrical operating features
into a flat, dual angled roof, added to the
challenge. It is evident that there was a
high level of communication and trust
between the builder, the subcontractors
and the client.
(Ikon Projects Pty Ltd)
The passion for perfection by Ikon
Projects, is obvious when you see the
clean lines and a minimalist form
influenced by Japanese Architecture,
leaving no room to hide any imperfections.
The most predominant feature of this
home is the off-form concrete boxes that
frame the building façades. The central
staircase is piece of artwork in itself with
solid floating timber treads that appear to
be stacked without support and vertical
stainless wiring that runs from floor to
ceiling. The complexity of this build is
hidden in the design and the skills of the
builder and contractors who completed it
are outstanding.
(Spacecraft Design Build Pty Ltd)
The team at Spacecraft Design Build
combined both Building and Architectural
Design solutions to deliver an excellent
project with fine attention to detail and a
willingness to work closely with the client
to achieve an excellent outcome.
Incorporating recycled materials collected
over many years, this project reflects the
collaboration between all parties.
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Award 34
Excellence in a Renovation
or Addition $200,000 to
$400,000
537-034

Award 35
Excellence in a Renovation
or Addition $400,000 to
$600,000
567-035

Award 36
Excellence in a Renovation
or Addition $600,000 to
$1m
568-036

Award 37
Excellence in a Renovation
or Addition over $1m
592-037

Boundaries were pushed and a tightly
controlled budget, was adhered to,
subsequently delivering on all the clients
requirements.
(BTF Constructions Pty Ltd)
A beautifully executed build, where BTF
Constructions worked side by side with the
Architect to deliver excellence in
construction at all levels. The contract also
included supervision of the Clients other
trades to achieve the finely detailed and
refined design. While working with both a
large extension and reconfiguration of
existing spaces, the Builder was able to
solve structural issues and achieve a
refined and beautifully finished project
both inside and out.
(Scott Salisbury Homes)
The team at Scott Salisbury Homes
achieved a very high standard of finish
throughout, working closely with the
exacting client on planning over a number
of years to deliver an exceptionally well
built end result. The challenging site
conditions included upper storey
structural rectification issues that were
revealed during demolition. Working
closely with the client and engineer to
achieve upper level window support, with
required sight lines, ensured delivery of
the desired outcomes. The tiling and stone
panel matching were also outstanding
features of this build.
(Krivic Built)
A high level of tolerance with regards
detailing and finish was both expected and
delivered on this project. The co-operation
between Krivic Built and their clients on
the design and buildability factor, assisted
in achieving an excellent result. Of
particular note was the innovative 'pod'
style internal cabinetry/ structure and the
sharp clean lines of the finished build. The
tiling was also of a very high standard. The
relationship between the client, builder,
architect and trades on site showed cooperation and respect, which resulted in
great satisfaction between all parties.
(Urban Habitats Australia Pty Ltd)
The team at Urban Habitats worked very
closely with the client from selection of an
appropriate property to the complete
renovation and extension of the home.
The builder exhibited an understanding of
proportion and achieved an excellent
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Award 38
Residential Building Project
of the Year – 2018
745-031

Award 39
Excellence in
Environmental &
Sustainable Construction Commercial
Award 40 – Excellence In
Heritage Construction
(Residential / Commercial)
684-040

Award 41
Excellence in Work, Health
and Safety
582-041

standard throughout the build, including
finely detailed joinery and a very high
standard of tiling. The detailing of
junctions and transitions between the old
and the new are excellent. The clients
were very happy with the process, the
progress reporting and the end result.
(Finesse Built)
This magnificently built home combines
McLaren Vale
building prowess, design ingenuity and
Project
the integration of a vast array of building
products. Whilst its complexity posed
challenges for the team at Finesse Built,
there were no elements the builder
couldn’t overcome. The end result is
simply stunning and an excellent example
of outstanding building quality.

TAV Productions

No Winners

(G-Force Building and Consulting)
The
complexity
of
undertaking
conservation work on a project of this
scale is only revealed when closely
scrutinised, as the final product ultimately
must represent heritage work best
practice in conservation, not restoration
or refurbishment. This means that all the
work undertaken was very sensitive and
subtle and not immediately apparent to
the eye. This building required attention to
its stonework, slate and copper roof,
gutters and downpipes and cresting
detailing. The site was very public and
safety was a key issue as was the
requirement to keep the building
operational at all times. G Force Building
and Consulting have achieved an
outstanding result and from the clients
perspective the outcome far exceeded
their expectations.
(Hansen Yuncken Pty Ltd)
Hansen Yuncken exhibited a strong
commitment to an embedded Work
Health and Safety culture within the
organisation and in particular, to this
complex and difficult site. An early spirit of
collaboration with the client enabled clear
safety in design principles to be developed
and implemented, with existing policies
and procedures expanded to encompass a
high level of WHS across the site. A firm
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Award 42
Master Builder of the Year
– Specialist Contractor
2018

Award 43
Master Builder of the Year
– Display Home Builder
2018

Award 44
Master Builder of the Year
– Residential Builder 2018

Award 45
Master Builder of the Year
– Commercial Builder 2018

Award 46
Young Master Builder /
Contractor of the Year
2018

but supportive framework of checks and
balances and a rigorous system in place,
ensured no major incidents and very little
Lost Time. The Client was exceptionally
pleased.
(Bianco Precast)
Bianco Precast scored consistently high
across all the categories they entered.
Their commitment to delivering on their
clients requirements was clearly evident
and resulted in strong working
relationships. They are a worthy recipient
of this coveted award.
(Metricon Homes)
Metricon Homes demonstrated consistent
quality. Their homes are well designed
and offer excellent value for money. Their
build quality is superb and their internal
and external finishes are of the highest
standards. The judges were impressed
with their consistent level of build quality.
(Ikon Projects Pty Ltd)
Ikon Projects exacting attention to detail,
their overall passion for perfection and
outstanding building quality is a definitive
factor in them being recognised as
Residential Builder of the Year for 2018.
They leave no room for imperfections and
the complexity of work completed is highly
creditable.
(Mossop Construction+Interiors)
All of the projects completed by Mossop
Construction
plus
Interiors
were
outstanding. The team’s dedication to
delivering on their clients expectations is
commendable and their performance
across all assessment criteria was simply
excellent. Regardless of the complexity of
their projects, Mossop Construction plus
Interiors demonstrated the ability to meet
their requirements and in several
instances, exceed them.
(Joshua Semmler)
The selection panel were very impressed
with Joshua’s professional presentation
and submission. Josh was clearly able to
demonstrate high levels of knowledge,
innovation and skill. His completed
projects demonstrated a wide range of
new builds and renovations, with a focus
on smart design, commitment to quality
customer service and professional
business ethics.
(Glenn Whyte)
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Certified Construction
Professional - 2018

Certified Trade Professional
- 2018

HiViZ Women Building SA Outstanding Woman in
Construction 2018

A graduate of UniSA with a Bachelor in
Building, Glynn has over 20 years
experience in commercial construction,
working for some of the biggest
companies in South Australia. Most
recently with Watpac and being involved
in key projects that are changing
Adelaide’s skyline as a Project Manager.
It’s terrific to recognise his skills as 2018’s
Certified Construction Professional of the
Year.
(Kieran Flanigan)
Kieran has completed two
apprenticeships and run his own business
since completing his carpentry
apprenticeship. He has subsequently
upgraded his license to become a
residential builder, all prior to reaching
his 30’s. He certainly has a bright future
ahead of him and we’re delighted to
announce him as 2018’s Certified Trade
Professional.
(Melisha Willington, Sarah Constructions
Pty Ltd)
Melisha is quietly confident, very
articulate and strategic. She has a diverse
background in the building and
construction industry covering residential,
civil and commercial. She has proactively
sought roles that have enabled her to
further develop her skills set. Melisha
isn't afraid to put her hand up for difficult
projects and is always looking to improve
herself through both experience and
learning from others. She has terrific
career prospects ahead of her and the
ambition and credibility to achieve them.
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